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Abstract
Via dissipation processes in dynamic atomic force microscopy (AFM), we have investigated
adhesion and frictional properties of deposited nanoclusters, under controlled ambient
conditions. Specifically, we have considered gold nanoclusters with nominal diameters of 13
and 24 nm physisorbed on silicon substrate. The manipulation experiment has shown
unambiguously that the amplitude modulation AFM method and the calibration procedure
adopted allow us to discern and measure the size dependence of the energy detachment
threshold for deposited objects down to the nanometer scale. Moreover, allowing us to switch
easily and with high repeatability between imaging and manipulation during the AFM scans,
this operational method proves to be a promising tool for inducing controlled spatial
displacements at these length scales.

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction

Experimental tests of fundamental mechanical properties at
nanoscale and atomic levels have gained significant advances
in the last 10–15 years thanks to the success of the AFM
microscope [1–9]. In parallel, the AFM technique has been
used as a versatile tool for the control and manipulation
of nano-objects on surfaces [10–12]. These two fields of
investigation are indeed closely correlated and it is sometimes
difficult to distinguish between a step forward in the direction
of fundamental understanding at the atomic scale and the
advances in the AFM technique as a tool for the control and
the local modification of surfaces. The technological interest
in this area is also relevant because the realization of processes
and devices involving nanometer size components is becoming
a common issue in numerous advanced technologies.

The number of possible applications is very large, in
particular for gold nanoclusters. For example, they are ideal
electrodes for molecular electronics [13] and, if deposited

4 Author to whom any correspondence should be addressed.

onto thin metal oxides, they exhibit unexpectedly strong
catalytic activity for different reactions, from combustion to
hydrogenation and reduction [14, 15]. Finally, coated with
organic molecules, these nano-objects can be used for DNA
assays in genomics [16, 17], as signal amplifiers for biological
recognition in biological assays.

The processes leading to the realization and optimization
of these technologies are challenging. They require a joint
description of both the mechanical and the chemical properties
of substrates and nanoclusters taking into account that material
characteristics at the nanoscale are often distinct from those of
macroscale bulk solids.

The peculiar behavior of nanoclusters reflects, in general,
the increasing importance of surface related properties with
respect to volume material properties. This is particularly
important for the understanding of adhesion and friction
features of nanometer size objects and for inducing controlled
movement at these length scales.

The comprehension of size dependent effects in adhesion
and friction of nanoclusters on surfaces and the optimization
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Figure 1. Typical TEM image (400 nm × 400 nm) of 13 nm
diameter gold nanoclusters.

of a controlled procedure for manipulating them are the
fundamental motivations of our experimental work.

Important results concerning the movement of individual
atoms, single molecules and nanoclusters have been obtained,
starting from 1990, by STM [18–21] and AFM set up in
different operational ways [22, 23]. These techniques are
optimized for manipulation purposes, i.e. to build up or
organize controlled structures at molecular level, and not for
directly measuring mechanical properties. These methods,
performed in very controlled conditions, may achieve high
accuracy and good repeatability in the positioning but they do
not allow a careful control of the energy dissipated during the
manipulation process.

A new approach has emerged during the last few years
which is completely based on the control and measurement
of the energy released by the AFM tip to the system when
movement takes place [24–27]. The movement is induced
by operating the AFM in tapping mode with amplitude
feedback (AM-AFM) and by using a tip amplitude oscillation
intentionally larger than that optimized for imaging purpose.
The extra energy transferred to the cluster bound to the surface
may cause its detachment and displacement. By recording
the phase shift signal, when detachment occurs and eventually
along all the subsequent trajectories steps, the process energy
dissipation can be measured.

It should be noted that dissipation in AFM operation can
be recognized and described in two different situations; one is
at the nanoscale level [11, 30] and the other one is at the atomic
level [28, 29]. In the first case attention is concentrated on the
relationship between energy dissipation and material properties
such as surface adhesion energy and elastic properties [31, 32].
In the other case, the transformation of mechanical energy is
directly related to atomic or molecular rearrangement at the
sample surface. Our experiment, dealing with the detachment
of gold nanoclusters on silicon surfaces, clearly falls within the
first category.

In this contribution we will present a successful
application of this procedure to obtain controlled detachment

Figure 2. Typical SEM image (600 nm × 600 nm) of 13 nm diameter
gold nanoclusters deposited on silicon substrate.

of gold nanoclusters on silicon and to estimate the energy
depinning threshold as a function of cluster size. The results
of the experiment show unambiguously that the AM-AFM
method and calibration procedure that we have used allow us
to discern and measure the energy detachment threshold for
cluster size down to the ten-nanometer scale.

More generally we believe that a systematic use of
this method might help in understanding the dependence of
adhesion and friction forces on the size of the nanocontact.

2. Sample preparation and experimental set-up

The gold nanoclusters were synthesized in a colloidal suspen-
sion starting from an aqueous solution of tetrachloroauric (III)
acid hydrate (HAuCl4, 3H2O). The procedure is described
in detail elsewhere [27]. Two different sizes were selected,
with nominal diameters 13 ± 2 nm (NP13) and 24 ± 4 nm
(NP24), and the size distributions were checked by TEM (fig-
ure 1). Gold particles were deposited on clean silicon sub-
strates (Si(100) + native oxide) by dipping the substrate into
the solution (about 1 h) and then drying it with a nitrogen flux.
The deposition then was checked by SEM (figure 2).

Experiments were performed in air, at room temperature
using a commercial AFM microscope (Enviroscope +
Nanoscope IV, by VEECO). The humidity during the
experiments was about 40% and it was regularly monitored.
Two different sets of standard silicon cantilevers have been
used (Veeco RTESP5, RFESP), characterized by nominal
frequencies f0 = 75 and 350 kHz and spring constants K
of 3 and 40 N m−1 respectively. The spring constant of
each cantilever has been individually checked following the
criterion of Sader et al [35]. The corrected K values were
used during the energy calibration procedure to better compare
measurements performed with different tips and to minimize
non-systematic errors. However, small but systematic errors on
the evaluation of K parameter may affect the absolute energy
scale and they cannot be completely ruled out.
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Figure 3. Deposition of nanoclusters with 13 nm nominal diameter
(NP13) on clean SiO2 (roughness 0.5 nm). Density: 65 particles over
1 μm2. Topographic image, no filtering.

3. Experiment

A single manipulation measurement consists in taking a
sequence of images of a selected area and a dedicated
calibration procedure that allows one to correlate the phase
shift signal with an energy measurement. Before going
into the details of this procedure, let us describe the
manipulation sequence. The AFM is used in tapping
mode with amplitude feedback (AM-AFM) with a scan rate
of 1 Hz and 512 sample/lines. During the sequence,
we alternate a standard imaging scan and a manipulation
scan, where the oscillation amplitude of the cantilever
driving piezo is progressively increased with respect to the
previous manipulation scan, keeping all the other AFM
parameters unchanged. Above a certain oscillation amplitude,
detachment events start to occur. The sequence usually ends
when the number of detachment events between subsequent
manipulation scans is close to zero. Representative image and
manipulation scans are shown in figures 3 and 4, respectively.

Figure 3 represents a standard topographic image of
an NP13 sample (nanoclusters with nominal diameter of
13 nm). Single nanoclusters are easily identified and the
observed distribution of heights reflects correctly the diameter
distribution obtained by TEM and SEM, confirming that
clusters have nearly spherical shape. In contrast, the apparent
diameter directly deduced from AFM images (∼25 nm in this
case) always reveals a large influence of size of the tip.

Figure 4 displays a phase contrast image obtained during
a typical manipulation scan over the same area as in figure 3
showing the details that characterize the cluster movement
induced by the tip.

Some peculiar detachment events have been marked on
figure 4: (I) the indication of a ‘track’ followed by a large
displacement, moving the particle out of the field of view,
(II) a small jump to the right with the particle remaining
pinned in the new position, (III) a ‘collision’ between a moving
particle and a pinned particle that traps the moving one,
(IV) a detachment and a movement out of the field of view.

Figure 4. Phase contrast image during a typical manipulation scan
over the same area as in figure 3. Marked zones are described in
the text.

But the more interesting feature present in this image is the
evident ‘track’ which goes from the center to the upper right
corner, consisting of a series of small jumps performed by a
nanocluster after the first detachment. The particular direction
of movement and the variability of jump length clearly show
that tip does not drag the particle, but instead it forces scan
by scan the movement along the slow scan direction (from
bottom to top in this case). It is also evident that the preferred
direction is related to the scan step and shape of the tip because
tracks within the same scan or sequence are usually parallel to
each other, while the substrate does not possess any particular
symmetry. Moreover it should be noted that the phase shift
signal associated with the small jumps that form the track are
lightly smaller than the one related to the first detachment.

The comprehension of the intriguing effects described
above requires a detailed description of the mechanisms
controlling the tip–cluster dynamics. Nevertheless here we
want to focus on the process of energy dissipation taking place
at the very first stage of nanocluster detachment, with the aim
of relating the depinning threshold and adhesion effects to the
cluster size (i.e. to the contact area at the nanoscale).

To measure the energy threshold associated with a particle
detachment we use the phase contrast method described in
detail in recent publications [31–34]. The method relies on
the description of the cantilever–tip system interacting with
a surface as an externally driven anharmonic oscillator with
damping. The external driver is the piezo oscillation at base
of the beam, while the damping contribution comes from two
distinct channels: the intrinsic one (air damping and beam
deflection) and the tip–substrate interaction.

The measurable quantities associated with damping
effects are frequency, amplitude and phase shifts. Using the
microscope with amplitude feedback at fixed frequency, we
force the system to show all the dissipation effects in the phase
shift. At the resonant frequency, the energy dissipation per
cycle due to tip–surface interaction Eint can be expressed as
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Figure 5. Phase image during a manipulation scan. The black line
marks the direction corresponding to the line profile presented in
figure 6 (right). Vd is the voltage applied to the cantilever driving
piezo during the acquisition of this image.

follows [31]:

Eint = πk A

Q
(A0 sin φ − A) (1)

where Q and k are, respectively, the quality factor and the
spring constant of the cantilever, φ is the phase shift between
the external driving oscillation and the tip response, A is
the oscillation of the tip in contact with the surface (i.e. the
amplitude set-point which is kept constant by the feedback
loop), and A0 is the tip free amplitude oscillation that we
intentionally increase during a manipulation sequence.

Two important aspects have to be noted. First, at the
resonant frequency, A0 is a linear function of the external
driving oscillation amplitude Ad, controlled by the applied
voltage Vd. Second, A0 and A have to be expressed in units
of length. A calibration procedure is therefore associated
with each manipulation sequence. It starts with the evaluation
of the Q factor and of the curve V0 versus Vd (V0 is the
photodiode measurement of A0 and Vd is the voltage applied
on the driving piezo), and it ends with the estimation of the
deflection sensitivity which recasts photodiode measurements
into units of length. Following this procedure, we are able
to associate an energy value with each measured phase shift,
taking into account the particular cantilever and microscope
set-up.

4. Results and discussion

During a manipulation sequence, each increase of the driving
oscillation amplitude produces a marked increase of phase
shift localized on the nanoclusters. Within a given image,
as shown in figures 5 and 6, the variation is similar for all
the sampled clusters. For this reason we do not calculate the
phase shift on each cluster; rather, for each driving oscillation
amplitude, we evaluate the average phase shift over the whole
set of nanoclusters, including also the moving ones. We

Figure 6. Phase shift deduced from phase images recorded at three
different values of the cantilever driving piezo voltage (Vd). The
profile follows the black line in figure 5 (left). The increase of phase
shift is similar for all four clusters and directly depends on Vd.

have checked that the maximum error associated with this
procedure is always smaller than the step induced by the
driving oscillation increase and also, for different events where
the phase shift is clearly visible before detachment (IV in
figure 4), that no anomalous shift appears in these situations.

Finally, according to equation (1) and to the calibration
procedure, we calculate a unique energy value from a couple
of A0 and φ measurements and we associate with that value
the number of nanoclusters being eventually detached during
the scan.

The results of this analysis for both NP13 and NP24
samples are shown in figure 7. The data represent the collection
of a number of different manipulation sequences covering an
equivalent area of 8 μm2, counting about 400 (NP13) and
300 (NP24) nanoclusters. The left vertical axis refers to the
histogram of detachment events. The right vertical axis refers
to the curve representing the sum of the detachment events
achieved up to an energy value E . Both representations are
normalized to the total particle number.

The two histograms present similar behaviors, even if the
distribution is broader for the larger cluster family (NP24).
There is a gradual increase of the detachments probability for
increasing energy dissipation up to a maximum, followed by
a much faster decrease. This behavior is well described by
the curve representing the incremental sum of the detachment
events. The maximum is marked by the abrupt change of
the curve slope at high energy and we use this indicator as a
significant point for fixing the energy threshold values: E13 =
6.9×10−16 J (NP13), E24 = 21×10−16 J (NP24). We estimate
the error bar associated with these values as equal to the width
of the histogram column, �E = 2 × 10−16 J.

The data summarized in figure 7 are the results of a well
defined measurement procedure that has been controlled and
repeated several times. In particular we want to emphasize that
a number of different tips have been used, which correspond
to different spring constants and resonant frequencies but also
to a variety of tip shapes. These are typical parameters that
may affect the quantitative comparison of AFM data. The
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Figure 7. Data represent the collection of a number of different
manipulation sequences covering an equivalent area of 8 μm2,
containing about 400 (NP13 (A)) and 300 (NP24 (B)) nanoclusters.
The left axis refers to the histogram of detachment events. The right
axis refers to the curve representing the sum of the detachment events
achieved up to the energy E . Both representations are normalized to
the total particle number and give clear evidence of the two separate
energy detachment thresholds. The abrupt change of the slope in the
curves is a significant point for fixing the energy threshold values:
E13 = 6.9 × 10−16 J (NP13), E24 = 21 × 10−16 J (NP24). We
estimate the error bar associated with these values as equal to the
width of the histogram column, �E = 2 × 10−16 J.

measurement and the statistical procedure that we have used
allow us to account for these effects in such a way that data
obtained for slightly different operational conditions can be
properly compared and averaged together.

It has been experimentally shown recently that the
adhesion energy of nanoclusters depends on their size down
to a contact area of about 104 nm2 [24]. Actually we have been
able to give clear evidence of the separate energy detachment
thresholds for cluster sizes down to the ten-nanometer range,
which correspond to a contact area two orders of magnitude
smaller than for previous results.

Finally, we can tentatively extrapolate a size dependent
behavior from our results. The morphological characterization
(TEM + SEM images and height distribution from AFM)

confirm that our clusters have a nearly spherical shape.
Within a continuum description and following the above
approximation, the contact area should be, in any case,
proportional to the projected area of the cluster on the surface
calculated from its nominal diameter. The variation of the
projected area from small to large clusters is by about a factor
of 3.4. The ratio of the energy detachment data, going from the
smaller to the larger clusters, is consistent with the assumption
of a direct proportion between the contact area and energy
depinning threshold.

5. Conclusion

The data presented show unambiguously that the AM-AFM
method and the calibration procedure that we have described
allow us to discern and measure the energy detachment
threshold for cluster size down to the ten-nanometer scale. The
results are in qualitative agreement with [24] but they represent
a step forward in the direction of measuring and controlling
nanometer mechanical properties. Finally the method proves
to be a valuable tool for nanomanipulation purposes, since it
allows one to switch easily and with high repeatability between
imaging and manipulation scans during AFM measurements.
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